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Alphabet are our key notes of our life & initially it starts with Baby Boy & Baby Girl from their parents. With their grown up development it comes in the hand of their school study.

With this in every action of our life words of alphabet are our essential element of our life in areas of education, Family, social activities, Literature, Science, Painting, Drama, Sports & such other activities for entire human beings.

It is the value & importance of alphabet which make our life & to review the same alphabet carries various meaning for our growth & development of life.

Action is our life, our aim – our motto, our ambition, the phase for the life for every human beings of the universe. It is thru action the world has developed, the fragrance of human beings in their various standing of their life – their performance & their development.

All human beings due to their contribution in their various phase from their life for which people owe their gratitude to the human beings. There are known for their Behavior & action of the life for which the people receive guidance, help, for their life.

Every human beings going to be judged & respected by their Character. It is the character of the entire human beings which make the world beautiful to live.

Every human beings have an ambition for which they learn & acquire their knowledge in their respective fields. Professor, Lawyers, Medical personnel, Artist of various nature & such other human being in their achieving the aim they have with their ambition in their mind for the Development to fulfill, the progress & ambition of the life with the ultimate end to help the social structure of society.
For every human beings for achieving the goal & ambition of their life, Efficiency in their normal code of life is must so that they may contribute for the successful path of their life.

It is for every human beings while carrying out the action for the development of their life career, for their successful lifeline for achievements they must have Faith with their ambition for creating a successful lifeline process.

Human beings work for their action for their development, they desire to move to the Growth of their development with all the hard work, zeal for their successful progress of their life development.

Every human beings in their life path for the development may come across quite favorable & unfavorable path in their life. For their development they are also aware that they have their family & other social problems for which they have to undergo with an efficient manner without losing their faith & their confidence in their Heart so that they may successfully progress their development.
For achieving the successful action of our life, the knowledge, ambition last but not the least Intelligence for the action to achieve the successful lifeline.

It is in the nature norm that the success of life for every individuals make their happy & Joyful.

Human nature with his temperament play an important part in their lifeline process, career, family happiness under social surrounding for which the person behavior should be very Kind nature which may become a subject of the nature of the person in their social personal & working life.

Every human beings may receive a successful line path with happy environment they must have Loving nature & attitude of their life so that he made move to the success for his life.
For every human beings anywhere in the world Money is the basic necessities for human beings but the distribution & the movement of money may not remain the same of any individual in their life. Money therefore very much important for the survival of human beings & as such money cannot be overlook as it makes the life of the people in a comfortable mode.

With this we have to learn that Money is means & not end itself. The utility of money should not be abused as it remain the cause of misery, to move to the road of poverty. It is this where we find everywhere in the society with the people haves an haves not.

When we have trust the important area of money it becomes a duty of the human being that it should not be Neglected so has to create a disharmony in the society & public life.

Every human beings move with their mind, brain & action & in certain cases they do not Obey the moral cause & ethic in their action, in their personal life which may certainly disturb the harmony & peace of society.
Our creator has offered us our Head, Mind, Brain, & our Heart which may have a tuning of the higher action for every human beings. Our Mind moves from one end to another without controlling the change of our mind & brain & this very often create the problem in the life of person. In such case, power of Prayer helps us to control our hand, our mind & brain to go to the right path of our life.

Our power of prayer bring within us a harmony of life with creates a calm & Quiet mind which is the road of happiness for the life of every human beings.

If human beings work in the harmony of their life within themselves they can certainly create the necessary environment both in the family, society & also in their working environment for whatever may be their profession or different line of action. In this case human beings observe their behavior, action for which they Respect such person for their coordination of action but it is also unfortunate fact that respect receive by the person very often make the recipient of the respect in the Pride, Ego, & Jealously in the person which may subsequent create an abuse in the life of the person receiving respect.
We all are aware that respect gets abused in any areas of human life if it is not control by ego & pride. This creates a mental stress as such person are unfortunately losing their respect & dignity which result Serenity in the life.

It has been observed from all areas of humanity for which they have a positive & negative traits & for creating a negative traits in their working life, social & family environment they create an unhappy environment for this they have to carry out the introspection & move to the process of Tolerance to make their life on the right road.

If all the positive & negative traits in the human life which have been graced with our creator to make the life worthy & for this we can certainly make the life in an Unique forum.

Human life is complex, very often their action & movement in their life action create a positive & negative environment which may be either to process for the positive movement or the road for their negligence where for every action of human beings they should remain Vigilant for their action.
For entire humanity they should make the action of their life in control & creating an environment which remains healthy with happy surrounding this can be achieved whether one like or otherwise they have to go for their prayer & Worship to their respective divine power to create an happy environment & peaceful atmosphere in the universe.

In order to create an atmosphere of the holy environment in the universal one should create a respect ,love among the entire humanity among the entire people so as to create an environment ‘’ Xenia’’.

All human beings right from their childhood to Youthful movement for the action of life have to pass under different people of the different nature of their quality of life . So many time effect the influence of such person for which they receive the adverse influence with his result in their life creating unhappy environment in the family ,society & their surrounding .
We everywhere on every part of the country different people of different traits by establishing the rosy atmosphere in their surrounding but in certain cases quite good number of people have negative traits & as such they disturb the atmosphere of the society.

This is the way of observation for every human beings & for creating a holy environment with peaceful living humanities should move towards Zeal in their life action.

We all are aware that words are unlimited & every time words appear in different meaning ,in different way ,& style.

If we consider in this way , Alphabets in our life is nothing but our creative faculties for which we are born & we have to pass our journey in a dignify way to make the environment of family & society happy & peaceful & we all are aware that Alphabets so to say our words are creative faculty for our happiness or otherwise of the life.